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Corvus Energy signs long-term service agreement for world’s largest hybrid 
ferry fleet 
 
Corvus Energy has been awarded a long-term contract to provide service & maintenance to 
Scandlines hybrid ferry fleet. 
 
Corvus Energy has been awarded a 10-year long-term service and maintenance agreement 
for the entire Scandlines hybrid ferry fleet. The comprehensive multi-year contract includes 
both traditional service & maintenance of the fleets’ energy storage systems, plus Corvus’ 
remote condition-based monitoring service, WatchmanTM. 
Demonstrating their unequalled leadership in environmental sustainability, Scandlines was 
the first ferry operator to build and operate large ROPAX (roll-on/off passenger) hybrid 
ferries that combine traditional diesel power with advanced battery power. Scandlines 
utilizes Corvus’ lithium-ion based energy storage systems throughout the entire fleet to 
provide the battery power.  

“We thank Scandlines for their continued confidence in our products and services as they 
execute their ambitious environmental strategy,” said Ronald Hansen, Global Head of 
Service & Commissioning for Corvus Energy. “Supported by our highly experienced 
technical experts, our strong presence in the region and working closely with Scandlines, 
our advanced services and maintenance solutions will help ensure the Scandlines hybrid 
ferries operate reliably for many years to come.” 
 
“Scandlines is very pleased to continue and expand our long partnership with Corvus 
Energy. Beginning with Corvus in 2012, their industry leading energy storage technology 
has become the standard electric battery power solution for all of our hybrid vessels,” said 
Fini Alsted Hansen Technical Superintendent of Scandlines. 
 
On February 5th 2017, Scandlines put their two newest Corvus powered hybrid ferries, the 
M/V Berlin and M/V Copenhagen, into regular service on their Rostock-Gedser route 
between Germany and Denmark. Along with the decreased environmental impact, the fuel 
consumption of the vessels has been reduced to almost one third per crossing per car 
compared to the previous ferries used on the same route.  
 
About Corvus Energy 
Corvus Energy provides high power energy storage in the form of modular lithium ion 
battery systems. Its purpose built, field proven battery systems provide sustained power 
to hybrid and fully electric heavy industrial equipment, including large marine propulsion 
drives. For more information, please visit www.corvusenergy.com. 
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About Scandlines 
Scandlines stands as a symbol of a historical and close cooperation between Denmark, 
Germany and Sweden since 1872. Under the names Scandlines and Scandlines 
Helsingør-Helsingborg three short ferry routes are marketed with high capacity and 
frequency and with a green vision for the future.  
The core business is to provide an efficient and reliable transport service for both 
passengers and freight customers. The main focus for all activities in Scandlines is to 
create value for our customers on board the ferries as well as in the shops of Scandlines. 
With more than 90,000 departures on 12 ferries, in 2015 Scandlines transported 15 million 
passengers, 3.3 million cars, 900,000 freight units and 65,000 busses on the routes 
Puttgarden-Rødby, Rostock-Gedser and Helsingør-Helsingborg. 
 

Read more about Scandlines at www.scandlines.com  
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High-resolution press photos can be downloaded here. 
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